INVESTIGATION – BACK TO THE FUTURE
Jon Coumaros 11H

Contention:!The!significant!role!editing!has!in!films.!
!
Editing!is!a!core!and!essential!stage!of!the!film!making!process,!as!it!enables!directors!to!tell!their!
audio9visual!stories!in!a!preferred!order,!but!also!in!a!particular!style!and!with!unique!effects.!
However!editing!is!most!powerful!where!it!shapes!a!perspective!for!the!overall!film,!
communicating!it!towards!audiences!in!a!creative!final!production.!
!
There!are!many!contributing!components!to!the!editing!process,!with!the!most!evident!being!the!
placement!of!scenes.!The!editing!seen!in!the!'Back!to!the!Future'!series!(1985!9!1990)!helps!keep!
audiences!engaged!while!watching.!Without!editing,!the!time!travelling!sequences!in!the!films!
would!be!impossible!to!create!and!clips!would!appear!disjointed.!The!series,!directed!by!Robert!
Zemeckis!and!edited!by!Harry!Keramidas!and!Arthur!Schmidt,!also!showcases!the!importance!of!
sound!and!setting.!The!setting,!collaborating!with!sound,!helps!to!create!a!believable!environment!
also!supporting!the!dramatic!effect!of!the!soundtrack.!The!camera!work!of!the!series!also!plays!a!
major!factor!in!producing!the!particular!look!the!crew!were!trying!to!create.!
!
Other!editing!techniques!seen!in!the!‘Back!to!the!Future’!series!consist!of!special!effects!and!
various!types!of!cuts.!Special!effects!include!the!electrifying!glow!of!lighting!that!follows!the!time!
machine!as!well!as!the!numerous!amounts!of!gun!flares!and!blood!splatters!in!the!series,!
particularly!the!third!film.!The!director!also!implements!clever!editing!techniques!such!as!cutting!
on!action,!cutting!on!cross9frame!movement!(which!is!often!used!to!reveal!something!significant)!
and!cutting!on!an!emphatic!part!of!dialogue.!The!director!also!implemented!intelligent!repeat!
scenes!in!the!series,!to!remind!audiences!of!the!recent!events!that!occurred.!The!repeat!scenarios!
work!well,!acting!as!a!link!between!the!first!and!second!film.!If!the!series!were!edited!in!a!different!
manner!it!would!have!drastically!altered!the!audience’s!outlook!on!the!film.!Editing!is!crucial!in!
telling!the!story,!as!it!determines!the!length!of!shots,!conversations!and!scenes!and!it!also!
influences!viewer’s!opinions!on!the!moral!of!the!story.!For!example,!if!a!darker!contrast!and!more!
sinister!soundtrack!replaced!the!original!contrast!and!soundtrack,!the!entire!film!would!appear!
quite!different!in!comparison!to!the!original.!The!film's!musical!score!was!composed!by!Alan!
Silvestri,!who!later!wrote!music!for!quite!well!known!films!such!as!'Who!Framed!Roger!Rabbit'!and!
'Forrest!Gump',!many!of!them!directed!by!Robert!Zemeckis.!As!the!memorable!themes!in!the!
original!film!were!so!powerful!and!well!suited,!many!of!the!ambient!sounds!and!tracks!made!a!
reappearance!in!the!sequels!of!'Back!to!the!Future',!such!as!the!high!pitch!trill!that!plays!quietly!
when!something!strange!occurs.!This!ambient!sound!effect!is!evident!in!'Back!to!the!Future!2',!
when!Doc!encounters!himself!in!the!future.!My!main!production!will!be!using!these!types!of!
editing!techniques,!using!various!types!of!cuts!to!convey!meaning.!In!particular,!I!will!us!a!form!the!
repeated!scenes!seen!in!the!‘Back!to!the!Future’!series!in!my!robbery!idea,!in!which!the!character!
will!reflect!on!his!criminal!past!and!the!time!will!rewind.!In!addition!to!these!types!of!cuts,!I!have!
taken!inspiration!from!the!special!effect!of!‘Back!to!the!Future’!in!which!I!will!use!an!animation!to!
represent!a!journey!through!space.!In!my!‘Magic!Phone’!idea,!special!effects!will!be!used!in!
correlation!with!time!travelling,!which!will!convey!a!realistic!effect.!
!
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The!setting!of!the!series!is!also!significant.!It!helps!differentiate!between!the!past,!present!and!
future.!The!crew!worked!hard!to!achieve!the!particular!look!of!the!periods!of!times!the!films!were!
set!in.!The!first!film!was!set!as!a!hybrid!between!the!year!1985!and!the!year!1955,!as!the!
characters!journeyed!amongst!time!to!save!the!future.!Older!50’s!cars,!fashion,!structures!and!
styles!were!evident!in!the!first!film,!and!helped!support!the!differences!between!the!two!periods!
of!time.!Part!2,!set!in!2015,!became!notable!for!its!unique!futurist!gadgets!such!as!hover!boards,!
which!makes!people!at!this!present!time!question!the!existence!of!that!impressive!technology!
seen!in!the!film.!The!third!film!had!a!totally!different!setting!to!the!two!previous!films.!It!created!
an!entirely!different!tone,!set!in!the!1885!Wild!West,!and!featured!horses,!cowboys!and!intense!
Mexican!standoffs.!The!‘Magic!Phone’!idea!will!also!directly!relate!to!the!‘Back!to!the!Future’!
method!of!distinguishing!the!past!and!present,!as!certain!scenes!will!take!place!in!the!past!and!
others!in!the!present.!I!will!have!to!make!sure!that!I!use!the!same!preparation!techniques!as!the!
makers!of!Back!to!the!Future!had!used!and!assure!the!correct!fashion!and!styles!are!evident!in!
past!scenes.!
!
‘Back!to!the!Future!2’!begins!in!a!very!unique!manner.!As!the!Doc!is!about!to!travel!to!the!future!
with!Marty!and!Jennifer,!Biff!runs!out!of!the!house!to!notify!Marty!about!something.!As!he!runs!
out!he!witnesses!the!time!machine!in!action.!The!camera!moves!towards!Biff,!while!he!is!making!a!
menacing!expression.!This!camera!movement,!along!with!the!acting,!creates!the!perception!that!
the!he!is!the!antagonist.!Camera!techniques!help!show!character!expression!as!well!as!the!
authority!and!power!they!acquire.!In!this!case,!Biff!is!shown!to!be!sceptical!and!evil!minded!and!
later!develops!a!more!confident!personality,!giving!him!power.!The!opening!credits!are!also!
achieved!in!a!smooth!fashion,!transitioning!between!the!clouds!in!the!background!of!the!text!and!
the!cloudy!conditions!of!2015.!This!is!all!executed!with!the!assistance!of!editing!and!camera!
techniques.!I!will!assure!that!these!types!of!camera!techniques!will!be!evident!in!my!ideas!for!my!
main!production.!As!many!of!the!ideas!involve!character!development!and!establishment,!the!
camera!techniques!will!assist!in!allowing!me!to!efficiently!deliver!the!characters!motivations!and!
emotional!state.!
!
The!‘Back!to!the!Future’!series!illustrates!the!importance!of!editing,!setting,!sound!and!camera!
techniques!in!general!film.!Whether!it!is!an!emotion,!a!theme,!or!a!character,!it!can!all!be!
constructed!using!the!list!above.!Editing!helps!path!the!story!and!create!a!particular!look!of!the!
film.!Sound!adds!to!the!overall!atmosphere!of!the!film,!creating!an!emotional!attachment!
between!viewers!and!the!characters!as,!for!example,!sad!music!might!cue!when!the!character!is!
feeling!down.!Setting!helps!viewers!distinguish!the!periods!of!time!and!the!camera!techniques!add!
to!the!intensity!of!the!film’s!plot,!while!also!showing!character!expression!and!authority.!
!
!

BRAINSTORMING AND CONCEPT
Jon C
Idea 1: The Missing Leaf (comedy)
This idea mainly revolves around the dispute between two main characters; the leaf thief and the
community officer. In the beginning of the story, the community officer is in the middle of his duty,
on patrol at the park. As he his making sure that everything in the area is running smoothly and
that the park is in the best possible condition, it came to his notice that there was a missing leaf on
the base of a tree. He scouts the area, searching for clues regarding the crime, when he eventually
discovers a suspect. The suspected leaf thief is holding a leaf, similar to that of the leaf on the
ground. A dispute occurs and the officer chases the suspect across the suburb; from parks, to
streets, to dangerous dirt slopes, to the forest and even in water. The suspect escapes and runs
back to his house. The next day, the officer begins to lose his mind, and arrives at the suspect’s
house holding an axe. After violently murdering the suspect, the officer, gasping for a breath, looks
at the leaf in further detail. He then discovers that the leaf being held is from a completely different
park tree than the leaf he thought was stolen. The officer then proceeds to struggle to live his life,
knowing he killed an innocent boy.
Idea 2: The Robbery
Two adolescent boys, struggling to make a living and desperate for money, decide to rob a house.
The boys were raised in a shady environment, encouraged to steal, pickpocket and deceive.
However, the boys didn't have any experience in murder or violence, instead, they were cautious
while committing crimes and used experienced sneak tactics to avoid encounters. The film idea
begins with the two characters gathering their equipment from the boot of a car, driven by the main
character's older cousin. The two are preparing themselves for the robbery of a house that they
thoroughly analysed beforehand. The main character's partner in crime, Kon, is partially dim-witted
and a bit of an embarrassment in comparison to the main character, Jon. After countless times of
explanation, Kon still struggles to understand the entire plan. This becomes an issue later on in the
robbery. The house has an alarm, so they have to be quick before the police are contacted. As the
two are in the midst of the robbery, Kon carelessly murders the landlord in shock after accidently
bumping into him. The two are left clueless as what to do next, as they aren’t experienced in killing.
A sudden rush of anger flows through Jon's blood and he rages at Kon for his actions. The two
begin to engage in a fist fight, until they hear the sound of sirens. They quickly gather the items
and try and escape, discovering that Jon's cousin had left them there. As they are running to a safe
location, Kon is drinking a stolen orange juice carton from the house. Jon face palms himself while
snaking the carton out of Kon's hand. They find an alley way that is secluded and they stay there
for the evening. The scene cuts to the police station, where two officers are notified about a recent
robbery. One of the officers is told to search around the neighbourhood to find out any clues.
Coincidently, the police station is relatively close to the alley way the boys are hiding in. As the
officer is searching around, Jon quickly walks out of the alley to purchase some supplies from the
local supermarket, next door to the alleyway. Jon bumps into the policer officer and is asked a
variety of questions regarding the recent robbery until the officer recognises Jon from another
crime he committed. The police officer requests Jon to come with him to the station for questioning
and Jon begins to panic. Without thinking, Jon pushes the police officer into the secluded alley way
and pulls out his knife. Before Jon can stab the officer, Kon throws a knife into the policeman's
head. Jon takes the officer's gun as a precaution and they begins to attempt to hide the body. As
they are dragging the body a policeman walking past the alley yells out to them. Jon and Kon put
on their masks, shoot the policeman and try and escape the situation.
Idea 3: Documentary on hacking groups
A short, 4-8 minute documentary about hacking. The documentary will cover what hacking
accomplishes and the large scale groups that actually hack. I would need to research to find out
more information about groups such as "Anonymous" and "Lizard Squad". B-roll footage would
include computer processors working, Internet routers in use, keyboard keys clicking and software
use on computer monitors. An addition of royalty free images of hacking groups and of key events
would be necessary also.

BRAINSTORMING AND CONCEPT
Idea 4: Magic Phone
A boy buys a phone from a friend on the street after school. He is extremely excited go home and
to use it. However, the boy isn't aware that the phone he just bought has a lot more flexibility than
the average phone on the market. When he reaches home, he finds his cat doing something cute
in the front yard. He takes off his bag and takes a picture of the cat with his new phone. He then
greets his mum, showing her the image. He walks back out to the front yard to pick up his school
bag, while still looking at the image. He discovers a strange button on the phone that reads "play
back". He taps it and he sees his cat doing the same cute thing as it was doing before. He goes to
pick up his bag where he left it but it somehow ended up on his back. The boy is confused and
heads back inside. His mum greets him again, as if she didn't see him before. The boy came to an
assumption that the phone must have taken him back to the exact time when the photo was taken.
The boy becomes intrigued and thinks up of an experiment; to see if historical photos off the
Internet would take him back in time. The experiment works, and he is able to experience the past.
As he returns to the present time however, he caused some issues. He is forced to go back in time
and restore the world back to its original condition.

School&Assessed&Task&Feedback&
Summarise&the&idea&for&your&film.!
The!film!begins!with!two!characters,!Jon!and!Kon,!about!to!rob!a!house!that!they!planned!on!
beforehand.!Jon’s!cousin!is!the!driver!of!the!vehicle!they!plan!to!store!the!goods.!Kon!is!partially!
dim=witted!and!often!leads!the!two!into!trouble.!They!barge!into!the!house,!setting!off!the!house’s!
security!alarm.!The!alarm!wakes!up!the!landlord,!(who!they!don’t!know!is!home),!and!the!two!
characters!proceed!to!rob!the!house!in!a!fast!manner.!Kon!bumps!into!the!landlord!in!shock.!Due!to!
his!shock,!he!shoots!and!kills!the!landlord!without!thinking.!The!two!begin!to!panic!and!make!a!run!
for!it,!hearing!the!sound!of!sirens!slowly!approaching.!They!discover!that!Jon’s!cousin!had!ditched!
them,!the!most!probable!cause!being!the!sound!of!a!gunshot.!The!two!hide!out!in!an!alleyway,!
hoping!that!would!give!them!hope.!The!shot!cuts!to!a!different!location.!Police!are!notifying!their!
investigators!about!this!recent!break!and!murder!and!they!are!told!to!immediately!begin!to!ask!
questions!around!town.!Coincidently,!Jon!and!Kon!happen!to!bump!into!the!police!officers,!as!Kon!
had!led!Jon!to!a!secluded!area!which!was!extremely!near!a!Police!Station.!The!police!officer!asks!the!
two!about!the!recent!crime!but!then!suddenly!recognizes!them!from!their!criminal!past.!The!officer!
begins!to!interrogate!Jon,!asking!him!to!show!his!pockets.!Kon!panics!once!again,!throwing!his!knife!
at!the!police!officer!and!killing!him.!The!two!feel!a!sudden!rush!of!fear.!Jon!takes!the!officer’s!gun!
and!all=out!war!occurs!when!the!body!is!witnessed!by!another!officer.!Jon!and!Kon!take!on!over!3!
officers,!not!knowing!what!they!are!doing.!Kon!escapes!without!Jon!and!Jon!eventually!ends!up!
arrested.!Time!fast=forwards!to!Jon!in!prison!reflecting!on!his!past.!He!wonders!what!life!what!have!
been!like!if!he!hadn’t!committed!the!crime!in!the!first!place.!Time!re=winds!to!the!first!scene.!Jon!
receives!a!text!from!his!mother!saying!“you!better!be!studying,!I’m!coming!home!soon”.!Jon!decides!
that!he!should!change!his!mentality!and!adopt!a!whole!new,!legal,!life!style.!
Questions&–&Interviewing:&Celene!Coumaros!
1. Identify&three&strengths&of&this&idea&–!these&might&include&scenes,&characters&or&aspects&of&
the&production&you&think&are&interesting.&&
Three!strengths!of!the!idea!include&a!detailed!plot,!interesting!characters,!appropriate!length!
and!tasteful!inclusion!of!humour.!
2. What&is&one&aspect&of&the&production&that&could&be&improved?!
One!aspect!that!could!be!improved!are!the!major!scene’s!focal!points.!Each!scene!must!have!
an!important!point!and!messaged!attached!to!it!that!contributes!to!the!plot.!
3. Do&you&see&any&problems&that&might&occur&during&the&production?&
Problems!that!may!occur!include!complications!with!characters!and!actors,!as!actors!may!
not!be!suitable!for!the!particular!role!or!may!not!even!show!up!on!time.!The!setting!may!be!
an!issue!as!well,!as!it!will!be!difficult!to!film!an!area!that!appears!to!look!like!a!prison.!
Efficiency!of!filming!is!another!issue!that!may!arise!as!there!are!many!different!locations!in!
the!film!and!several!police!officer!outfits!must!be!purchase!or!rented!for!the!three!cop!
characters.!
4. As&a&viewer&what&are&three&things&that&would&make&this&a&better&film?&
Three!things!that!would!make!this!a!better!film!include!having!a!crisp!dialogue!that!flows!
nicely!with!a!good!mixture!of!humour,!seriousness!and!suspense.!A!detailed!screenplay!
would!improve!it!also,!as!the!director!will!be!able!to!clearly!visualise!the!structure!of!the!film!
and!so!that!the!screenplay!isn’t!difficult!to!perform.!Practising!shots!and!thinking!up!of!
creative!editing!techniques!would!significantly!improve!it!also,!engaging!the!audience!and!
fascinating!viewers.!

Film Pitch

The Burglary
JON COUMAROS 11H

Log Line
!

Two teenagers attempt to rob a house but fail miserably,
proceeding to escape the mess they’ve made

Story Question
!

Will the two dig themselves out of the hole they’ve created?

Story Line(dot point summary)
!
!
!
!

!
!
!

Teenage boys, Jon and Kon are desperate for money and rob a house.
Kon kills a man in the house they didn’t except was home, they panic
and run away to a secluded location, an alley way.
Police are told to ask around town about the crime and coincidentally,
Jon and Kon end up bumping into an officer in their area.
The police officer recognizes the pair from their criminal past, they are
confronted and are told that their pockets must be checked. The two
both look at each other and make a run for it.
Kon escapes and lives a rich life in the criminal world where as Jon gets
arrested and put into prison.
Jon reflects on his life and wonders how life would have been if he had
merely studied instead of committing crimes.
Time reverses and Jon is granted a brand new life.

Dates to shoot
!

On the holidays in June and on the weekends.

First Sequence: Robbery
!

Will be filmed at my house.

!

In the first scene where Jon and Kon are scouting the house; the
location will take place outside the house.

!

Following this, the characters will break in the house through a
window on the side of my house and the robbery will take place
inside the house.

Second sequence: The escape
!

As the two escape by running to a location, they will be filmed in my
street.

!

A time-lapse of the sun setting will be shot as the characters spend
their time making their way to a secluded location. The time-lapse
will be shot possible on a main road with a lot of traffic, or my
quiet street.

!

The secluded alley way/ location will possibly be shot in my friends
town house road, which creates an atmosphere of seclusion and
creates an illusion that the characters are hidden.

Third sequence: The confrontation
!

This will take place in my street as it is quiet and a low amount of
cars go past which works well for this scene. There will also be a shot
of the Doncaster Police Station to show the police officers
walking out.

Fourth sequence: Prison scene
!

The scene can be made possible by filming it in my garage. My
garage matches the atmosphere that a prison cell would have and
by rearranging objects and by filming it in a correct position, it may
represent a prison cell fairly accurately. I have to bring a mattress
down into the garage for Jon to lie there for the scene.

Summary of locations
!

Outside of house

!

House

!

Street

!

Town house road

!

Doncaster Police Station

!

Garage

Costumes needed
!

Two to three police outfits.

!

Black robbery clothes with masks or the stereotypical black beanies
with cut outs for eyes and a mouth.

!

A change of casual clothes when Jon and Kon escape from the
scene.

!

An orange jumpsuit or some form of prison clothing.

Props
!

Binoculars (used when the pair are spying on the house in the car).

!

Police Badge.

!

Handcuffs.

Audience
!

The film will be targeted towards mature audience. People above
15 years old. This is suitable as more mature viewers would
understand the themes in the film best.

Make-up
!

No makeup required.

Characters
!

Jon: Jon Coumaros

!

Kon: Kon Zachos

!

Landlord: James Drew

!

Farlbin: Farzin Seif Zadeh

!

Police officers: Contact Victorian Police film & television

Jon – Jon Coumaros
!

Convince and effectiveness.

Kon – Kon Zachos
!

Is perfect for the role for the same reasons mentioned previously.
Reliable and lives very close to me. He provides the same skill set of
acting as the character needs.

Landlord – James Drew
!

James Drew is a great advocate for this minor role as he acquires a
great set of skills for subtle, humorous acting, which is the way the
landlord will experience his death in the film.

Farlbin – Farzin Seif Zadeh
!

Farzin would work well for this minor role. Farlbin as a character is
very physically mature and owns beard. Farzin suits this role as he
has the ability to grow a beard and is great in terms of availability.

Length
!

I am aiming the film to be roughly 3-5 minutes of length. This is
achievable as long as if I don’t add pointless sequences of travel.

Considerations
!

I may need permission to film near a police station. If I am unable to film
in that location, I won’t film a police station, instead it will merely be
mentioned in the film by the characters.

!

I will have to contact the Victorian Police Film and television services
weeks before I shoot so I can organise a date to film with some police
officers.

!

For copyright clearance I will use some of my own music for the
soundtrack and gather some tracks from royalty free sites.

!

In terms of Health and Safety there are multiple aspects to be
concerned about. When the characters are robbing the house, I have
to make sure my neighbours understand that it is merely for film
purposes. To make sure no one is frightened, blinds in my home will be
shut and I will notify my close neighbours about the film just in case.

Intention'and'Audience!!

!

Jon$Coumaros$11H!

Intention'
I!intend!to!make!a!short!comedic!film!based!on!the!stylised!robbery!genre.!It!will!feature!many!minor!
comedic!aspects!while!the!unexperienced!characters!in!the!story!attempt!to!rob!a!house.!The!film!
will!share!similar!motifs!and!concepts!typical!of!the!Hollywood!crime!genre!in!collaboration!with!my!
own!humour!and!dialogue.!The!purpose!of!the!film!is!to!entertain!and!inform!audiences!who!are!
accustomed!with!the!genre!of!crime!and!robbery.!It!will!also!educate!audience!in!a!sense,!reminding!
them!how!bad!decisions!can!lead!to!situations!of!extreme!regret.!For!the!most!part!however,!it!will!
keep!active!viewers!entertained!and!anticipating!what!will!happen!next!in!the!storyline.!I!don’t!aim!
to!have!a!wide!impact!on!society!through!the!making!of!my!film,!merely!serving!a!purpose!of!
touching!on!viewer’s!infatuation!on!the!crime!genre.!
Audience!
My!film!will!be!directed!to!audiences!who!are!familiar!with!the!crime!genre!and!comedy!genre!as!
they!will!be!able!to!understand!the!numerous!motifs!that!will!be!used.!The!main!democratic!
audience!my!film!is!targeted!towards!are!my!friends,!who!will!appreciate!and!understand!the!jokes!
and!references!best.!Some!titles!that!my!audience!will!have!great!knowledge!for!include!‘Hot!Fuzz’,!
‘The!Godfather’,!‘Goodfellas’,!‘Fight!Club’!and!‘The!Italian!Job’.!These!titles!also!played!a!major!role!
in!developing!my!idea!for!my!film.!They!provided!me!with!several!sources!of!possible!storylines!and!
aspects!that!worked!collectively!to!construct!my!current!idea,!which!will!most!likely!feature!in!the!
final!product.!My!audience!will!be!expected!to!have!a!strong!passion!for!cinema!as!this!will!allow!
them!respond!to!the!style!and!comedic!humour!of!the!film.!Audiences!should!expect!to!see!familiar!
conventions!seen!in!the!crime!genre!such!as!the!corrupt!back!story!of!the!protagonist,!the!typical!
large!scale!‘crime’,!and!the!intense!escape!from!the!authorities.!A!creative!mind!and!imaginative!
nature!will!be!an!important!aspect!of!the!audience!intended!for!this!film,!as!they!will!be!able!to!
clearly!see!and!appreciate!the!stylised!death!scenes!and!fancy!camera!work.!

THE ROBBERY
EXT. OUTSIDE OF HOUSE
Jon opens the boot of his cousins car to gather equipment
for the robbery. Kon is scouting the house to check if
anyone is home.
All clear?

JON
KON
I don’t know man, there are kids in
the yard.
Jon walks towards Kon and snatches the binoculars and looks
through them.
JON
Wrong house.
Jon scouts the actual house they are planning on robbing.
JON
We are good to go my friend.
Jon and Kon nod to Jon’s cousin Farlbin, who is driving the
car. Kon awkwardly pulls out a checklist to make sure that
they have everything they need.
Guns?
Yep.

KON
JON
KON
Crowbar?
Yep.
Masks?
Yep.

JON
KON
JON
Jon slides on the mask as they speak.
KON
I think that’s everything.

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

2.

JON
Here, we’ll grab a bag each.
EXT. HOUSE
The two quickly make their way to the house, glancing behind
them to assure that no one is looking. Powerful music with a
slow motion effect is used to emphasis the intensity of the
scene. They make their way to the side of the house and use
the crowbar to break open the back door. Kon struggles to
open it.
JON
Hold on.
Jon slides the door open with ease, turning out to be
unlocked. Kon stares at Jon with amazement. Suddenly they
hear the house alarm activate.
INT. HOUSE
KON
Shit, hurry get as much as you can.
The two of them sprint in and begin taking everything
valuable as quickly as they can. Kon, being the dimwit he
is, heads to the fridge for valuables. He gathers a carton
of milk for himself. Kon tells Jon that he is heading
upstairs to have a quick search for valuables before
leaving. He goes into the first room he sees and raids the
cupboard and creates a huge mess on the floor. After
thorough searching he picks up an interesting looking
dictionary and finds cash in a wallet. He quickly leaves the
room but before he can head downstairs he is accompanied by
the recently awoken landlord who screams in extreme shock.
Kon, thinking too quick, kicks the landlord down the stairs
resulting to his gruesome death. Kon filled with shock heads
back downstairs to Jon and they kick the door down to escape
outside.
EXT. STREET
The characters take their masks off and run off into the
distance. Kon slurps down the milk as he is running,
crippling milk all over his face and shirt. Jon stares at
him.
JON
Give me that.

3.

Jon snatches the carton of milk and throws it across the
road. Kon groans and runs across the road to retrieve his
milk. The two continue pushing, shoving and arguing as they
attempt to remain hidden, looking for a secluded
location. Sirens can be heard in the distance as the two
run.
INT. POLICE STATION
The local police are recently notified about the crime and a
police officer is given an assignment to investigate
straight away.
EXT. ALLEY WAY
The characters eventually make their way to a secluded area
where they can talk it out.Huffing and puffing Jon pushes
Kon in anger and drops the bag.
JON
What the hell were you thinking,
kicking the guy down the stairs,
are you messed up?
KON
You know I’m an idiot and besides,
it was all a huge shock, I didn’t
know what to do man.
JON
Use your common sense next time. I
don’t think you realise what you’ve
done.
Jon moves further down the alley way and sits down in anger.
Kon faces his body towards the wall and smashes it with his
fists in irritation. Time passes and a time lapse of the sun
setting down is played. Jon gets up and walks towards Kon
and offers and handshake. The two forgive each other.
KON
What now man?
JON
We need supplies, food. I’ve got
some cash in my pockets.
KON
Alright we gotta make it quick. And
we can’t crash here for the night,
it’s way too dangerous.

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

4.

Jon nods his head in concern and the begins walking out of
the alley way. Kon pick up the bag right behind Jon.
Suddenly, Jon bumps into a police officer who puts him to
the ground and restricts him down.
OFFICER
I’ve seen you and your friend run
here. Really quite obvious isn’t
it?
JON
I have no idea what you are on
about.
KON
Jon watch out!
Kon kicks the officer off Jon and quickly helps Jon get up.
They run as fast as they can to the end of the alley way but
the police officer gets up and continues gaining speed. Kon
escapes but Jon is caught as he trips over Kon’s milk
carton.
INT. PRISON
Jon is lying on a dirty mattress in his prison cell.
JON (THOUGHTS)
Why didn’t I just listen to my
mother this whole time and study
instead of doing this crap?
Time is reversed to the day of the robbery.
EXT. OUTSIDE OF HOUSE
Jon opens the boot of the car but is interrupted by an
incoming text message. It is from his mother reading "You
better be studying boy." Jon rethinks his entire situation
and turns to Kon.
I’m out.

JON
KON
What? We’ve been planning this for
ages.
JON
Find someone else, I don’t care,
what we are doing is ridiculous.

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED:

5.

KON
Fine, suit yourself, Farlbin will
help me out.
Jon slowly walks towards the nearest bus stop to go home.
The camera follows him as Kon and Farlbin instantly set off
the alarm and are caught by police.

REWIND
EXT. POLICE STATION
Slow dolly in, establishing shot of the police station.
INT. POLICE STATION
Jon sits down, handcuffed. He is stressed and scared. As
ten minutes pass, he is called to stand up for
questioning. The character walks past the camera,
covering the lens to make it black.
EXT. OUTSIDE OF HOUSE
Jon opens the boot of his cousins car to gather equipment
for the robbery (transition from black). Kon is scouting
the house to check if anyone is home.
All clear?

JON
KON
I don't know man, there are kids
in the yard.
Jon walks towards Kon and snatches the binoculars and
looks through them.
JON
Wrong house.
Jon scouts the actual house they are planning on robbing.
JON
We are good to go my friend.
Jon and Kon nod to Jon's cousin Farlbin, who is driving
the car. Kon awkwardly pulls out a checklist to make sure
that they have everything they need.
Pistol?
Yep.
Crowbar?
Yep.
Masks?
Yep.

KON
JON
KON
JON
KON
JON

KON
I think that's everything.
JON
Here, we'll grab a mask each.
EXT. HOUSE
The two quickly make their way to the house, glancing behind them
to assure that no one is looking. Powerful music with a slow motion
effect is used to emphasis the intensity of the scene. They make
their way to the side of the house where Kon needs assistance in
climbing over the fence. Kon pulls out a crowbar and uses it to break
open the back door. Kon struggles to open it.

Hold on.

JON
Jon slides the door open with ease, turning out to be
unlocked. Kon stares at Jon with amazement and is shocked
by his own stupidity. Suddenly they hear the house alarm
activate.
INT. HOUSE
KON
Shit, hurry get as much as you
can.
The two of them sprint in and begin taking everything
valuable as quickly as they can. Kon, being the dimwit he
is, heads to the fridge for valuables. He gathers a
carton of milk for himself. The pair reach the bottom of
the stairs.
KON
You reckon we will have time for
a quick search upstairs?
JON
Yeah ok, but hurry up, I'll keep
searching down here.
Jon continues searching and gathers a greek instrument in
the bag. Kon makes his way upstairs and heads into the
first room he sees and raids the cupboard and creates a
huge mess on the floor. After thorough searching he picks
up an interesting looking dictionary and finds cash in a
wallet. Ditching the rest of the wallet except for the
money and strangely an old picture of the owner of the
wallet, he quickly leaves the room. But before he can
head downstairs he is accompanied by the recently awoken
landlord who screams in extreme shock. The landlord snaps
and pushes Kon back into the room as they fall to the
ground. The landlord punches Kon.
LANDLORD
What the hell are you doing in my

house!? I'm calling the cops.
The landlord's voice begins to muffle out as Kon attempts
to decide how to deal with the situation, looking to his
left to find his dropped dictionary and looking to his
right to find the gun that fell out of his pocket.
Thinking too quickly, he grabs the dictionary and swipes
it across the landlord's head to escape his hold. He
grabs the gun by his side, clocks it, and shoots the
landlord. Kon, filled with shock, slowly makes his way
back downstairs to Jon while staring at the body. He
picks up his milk bottle and kisses it as he leaves the
room and shuts the door. As Jon yells at Kon (audio
muffled) asking him what he had done, Kon, in an out of
control state, attempts to open the locked front door.
Jon, shaking his head, picks up the bag and pushes Kon
out of the way. Taking his gun, he shoots down the door
and Kon stands still.
KON
We gotta get out of here, like,
now.
EXT. STREET
The characters take their masks off and run off into the
distance. Kon slurps down the milk as he is running,
getting milk all over his face and shirt. Jon stares at
him.
JON
Give me that.
Jon snatches the carton of milk and throws it across the
road. Kon groans and runs across the road to retrieve his
milk. The two continue pushing, shoving and arguing as
they attempt to remain hidden, looking for a secluded
location. Sirens can be heard in the distance as the two run.
INT. POLICE STATION
The local police are recently notified about the crime
and a police officer is given an assignment to
investigate straight away.
EXT. ALLEY WAY
The characters eventually make their way to a secluded
area where they can talk it out.Huffing and puffing Jon
pushes Kon in anger and drops the bag.
JON
Tell me what you did, what is up
with you?
KON
I didn't know what to do man, it
just happened, I killed the guy.

JON
I don't believe this is
happening. We are actually
screwed do you realise that?
Jon moves further down the alley way and sits down in
anger. Kon faces his body towards the wall and smashes it
with his fists in irritation. Time passes and a time
lapse of the sun setting down is played. Jon gets up and
walks towards Kon and offers and handshake.
JON
Look, it's not worth
this moment. We have
redeem ourselves but
find a safe place to

fighting in
a chance to
we have to
stay.

Kon nods his head in acknowledgment and accepts the
handshake.
KON
What now man?
JON
We need supplies, food. I've got
some cash in my pockets.
KON
Alright we gotta make it quick.
And we can't crash here for the
night, it's way too dangerous.
Jon nods his head in concern and he begins walking out of
the alley way. Kon pick up the bag right behind Jon.
Suddenly, Jon bumps into a police officer who puts him to
the ground and restricts him down.
OFFICER
I've seen you and your friend run
here. Really quite obvious isn't
it?
JON
I have no idea what you are on
about.
KON
Jon watch out!
Kon pushes the officer off of Jon and quickly helps Jon
get up. They run as fast as they can to the end of the
alley way but the police officer gets up and continues
gaining speed. Kon escapes but Jon is caught by the
officer, pushed against the wall and handcuffed.
INT. PRISON
Jon is lying on a dirty mattress in his prison cell.

JON (THOUGHTS)
Why didn't I just listen to my
mother this whole time and study
instead of doing this crap?
Time is reversed to the day of the robbery with his mind
entering an alternate universe of time. (Animation of
space exploration)
EXT. OUTSIDE OF HOUSE
(Animation re-enters earth to show the group waiting in
the car) Kon turns is head to Jon.
You ready?

KON
At that moment, Jon receives a text message from his
mother reading "studying?"
Jon rethinks his entire situation and turns to Kon.
I'm out.

JON
KON
What? We've been planning this
for ages.
JON
Find someone else, I don't care,
what we are doing is ridiculous.
KON
Fine, suit yourself, Farlbin will
help me out.
Jon slowly walks towards the nearest bus stop to go home.
The camera follows him as Kon and Farlbin instantly set
off the alarm and are caught by police. Jon smiles and
puts on his glasses and pulls out a book to set a whole
new bright future ahead of him

Rewind - Shotlist

Scene 1: Shot 1

Scene 1: Shot 2

Scene 1: Shot 3

A slow dolly, establishing shot of the
police station

Jon sits down in the police station

Jon pulls against the handcuffs

Scene 1: Shot 4

Scene 1: Shot 5

Scene 1: Shot 6

Eyes darting

Camera tilts up to reveal a glance at a
clock on the wall, fast forwarding to show
that 10 minutes have passed, then tilt
back down to Jon. (small time lapse)

Jon's head moves up in response to
his name being called for questioning
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Rewind - Shotlist

Scene 1: Shot 7

Scene 2: Shot 1

Scene 2: Shot 2

Jon gets up and walks towards the camera, his clothes covering the shot, making
it black

Transition to a shot of Jon opening boot of
a car with the camera inside the boot

Jon takes a bag from the boot of car with
the camera placed so that we see a side
view

Scene 2: Shot 3

Scene 2: Shot 4

Scene 2: Shot 5

Kon gets out of the car and walks
around to the other side

Kon makes his way towards the nearest tree to look through the binoculars

Jon asks Kon if the house is all clear,
but then frowns in concern
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Scene 2: Shot 6

Scene 2: Shot 7

Scene 2: Shot 8

Camera paced in front of his face to show
the binoculars, saying that house is occupied

Jon places the bag on the ground and
walks towards Kon

Jon snatches the binoculars and takes
a look for himself

Scene 2: Shot 9

Scene 2: Shot 10

Scene 2: Shot 11

Camera placed to film through the
lens of the binoculars to see the house

Jon puts binoculars down, insulting Kon
as he was looking at the wrong house

Kon rolls his eyes and reaches for his
pockets
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Scene 2: Shot 12

Scene 2: Shot 13

Scene 2: Shot 14

Kon pulls out a note sheet to make sure
that they have everything required

Kon reads the note, camera placed where note
is held, while Jon is checking the items

Jon has the bag open with all the required
items and he pull out two masks to put on
during the robbery

Scene 2: Shot 15

Scene 3: Shot 1

Scene 3: Shot 2

Slow motion shot of the pair walking to-

Lone bike left on ground as they walk to-

The pair reach the gate

wards camera, holding masks

wards house
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Scene 3: Shot 3

Scene 3: Shot 4

Scene 3: Shot 5

Jon throws the bag over the side gate
and swiftly jumps over the fence

Kon attempts to jump over the fence but
fails miserably and requires assistance

Jon helps Kon jump over

Scene 3: Shot 6

Scene 3: Shot 7

Scene 3: Shot 8

Kon lands in a stylish manner and
whips his head forward in determination

Characters walk towards camera as Kon

Characters reach door and Kon tries to

gets a crowbar (while in backyard)

use crowbar to open door
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Scene 3: Shot 9

Scene 3: Shot 10

Scene 3: Shot 11

Close up of Kon using crowbar

Jon pushes Kon lightly out of the way

Jon simply tries to push the door open

Scene 3: Shot 12

Scene 3: Shot 13

Scene 4: Shot 1

Kon stares at Jon blankly, shocked by his

Jon stares back at Kon and smiles in a

Pair realize that they have to start the

own stupidity

quirky way

robbery before they run out of time
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Scene 4: Shot 2

Scene 4: Shot 3

Scene 4: Shot 4

Characters begin to search for items and

Characters hurry and get valuables in a

Close up of Jon gathering valuable items

are startleted by the house alarm

rush

Scene 4: Shot 5

Scene 4: Shot 6

Scene 4: Shot 7

Jon puts the items in the bag and the

Kon scrambles in the fridge (like an idiot)

Shot of Kon looking in fridge, with camera

camera swiftly pans to Kon’s position

in the fridge itself
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Scene 4: Shot 8

Scene 4: Shot 9

Scene 4: Shot 10

Kon grabs a milk carton and the fridge is

Camera follows Jon and Kon running down the

The pair reach the bottom of the stars where

closed

hallway as Jon signals Kon to run

Kon questions if he should search upstairs

Scene 4: Shot 11

Scene 4: Shot 12

Scene 4: Shot 13

Jon agrees with Kon

Jon tells Kon to hurry up as he steals a

Kon makes his way upstairs, grabbing the

greek instrument (bouzouki)

railing
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Rewind - Shotlist

Scene 4: Shot 14

Scene 4: Shot 15

Scene 4: Shot 16

Following shot of Kon striding towards the

Close up of Kon opening nearest door as

Kon puts milk carton down and touches it

camera

camera shifts focus to him searching

in a carressing manner

Scene 4: Shot 17

Scene 4: Shot 18

Scene 4: Shot 19

Kon opens the cupboard door aggressively

Camera placed inside of cupboard to show

Kon pulls out a wallet and a dictionary

Kon searching for items

(50mm lens to achieve aesthetics)
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Rewind - Shotlist

Scene 4: Shot 20

Scene 4: Shot 21

Scene 4: Shot 22

Takes money from wallet and throws out the

Kon takes milk bottle

Low angle pull focus of the cards and the

rest, except for a picture of the landlord

wallet on the ground as Kon walks out

Scene 4: Shot 23

Scene 4: Shot 24

Scene 4: Shot 25

Camera steadily follows Kon as he makes his

Slow motion shot of landlord as he turns his

Landlord snaps and pushes Kon back into

way out of the room and is startled by the land-

head in shock (funny and over the top)

the room in anger

lord
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Rewind - Shotlist

Scene 4: Shot 26

Scene 4: Shot 27

Scene 4: Shot 28

Camera lays on the floor as the fighting

Landlord punches Kon (POV shot from

Kon turns his head to find his dictionary

pair fall on the ground

Kon’s eyes, shaky camera)

laying by his left side

Scene 4: Shot 29

Scene 4: Shot 30

Scene 4: Shot 31

Shot of dictionary laying there

Kon looks to his right side to find a gun

Kon becomes shocked as the landlord

that dropped out of his pocket

threatens that he will call the police
Page 11

Rewind - Shotlist

Scene 4: Shot 32

Scene 4: Shot 33

Scene 4: Shot 34

Dolly in of dictionary as Kon grabs it

He swipes the dictionary across the land-

Kon grabs pistol as he lifts himself up

lords face, escaping his hold

Scene 4: Shot 35

Scene 4: Shot 36

Scene 4: Shot 37

Kon clocks the weapon

Shot outside of room. dollying out, as Kon

Jon looks up in concern

fires the weapon
Page 12

Rewind - Shotlist

Scene 4: Shot 39

Scene 4: Shot 40

Scene 4: Shot 41

POV shot from the dead landlords view of

Kon picks up milk bottle that was dropped

Kon kisses the milk bottle slowly as he

Kon’s shocked face (camera swings to the left

and makes his way out the room slowly

reaches the door and closes the door

Scene 4: Shot 42

Scene 4: Shot 43

Scene 4: Shot 44

Go Pro shot of Kon sprinting downstairs

Jon shakes his head and follows Kon

Kon attempts to open the locked door

to show the death)

while Jon is yelling at him (audio muffled)
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Rewind - Shotlist

Scene 4: Shot 45

Scene 4: Shot 46

Scene 5: Shot 1

Jon moves Kon out of the way, taking his

Broken door sways open

Vertigo effect of Kon demanding that they

gun, and shootng the door open

escape

Scene 5: Shot 2

Scene 5: Shot 3

Scene 5: Shot 4

AR-drone shot of the pair running out of

Jon and Kon (masks already off), run out

Kon drinks the milk in a messy manner and

the house

of the house and zip up the bag

Jon swipes it from him, kicking it across the
street (following shot)
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Scene 5: Shot 5

Scene 6: Shot 1

Scene 6: Shot 2

Long shot of the milk carton flying across the

Camera pulls down from sky to reveal po-

Pull focus of police officer’s badge and of

street as Kon chases it and sobs. When Kon

lice station

him working

Scene 6: Shot 3

Scene 6: Shot 4

Scene 6: Shot 5

Quick snippet of information on screen

More information on screen

Final statement of report

reaches back to Jon he smacks him with it
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Scene 6: Shot 6

Scene 7: Shot 1

Scene 7: Shot 2

Close up of officer’s eyes of determination
as he gets up off the chair

Jon and Kon are fatigued after running so
long, huffing and puffing

Jon looks back in concern as they run towards the secluded area

Scene 7: Shot 3

Scene 7: Shot 4

Scene 7: Shot 5

They reach the area and cover their head
in fear

Jon asks Kon what he did back at the

Kon admits what he did in disappoint-

house

ment
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Scene 7: Shot 6

Scene 7: Shot 7

Scene 7: Shot 8

Jon pushes Kon out of the way in anger as

Jon rests against the fence in shock

Jon turns his head to see what Kon is do-

he asks him why he killed the landlord

ing

Scene 7: Shot 9

Scene 7: Shot 10

Scene 7: Shot 11

Kon rests his arms against the fence, head

Time-lapse to late afternoon/evening

Low angle shot of Jon walking over to

down in disappointment

Kon’s position and offering a handsake
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Rewind - Shotlist

Scene 7: Shot 12

Scene 7: Shot 13

Scene 7: Shot 14

Jon admits it's not worth fighting at this moment as they should find a place to sleep and
eat

Kon accepts handshake and camera tilts up to
reveal Kon nodding in acknowledgment

Jon pulls out fifty dollars from his pocket
and holds it to show Kon

Scene 7: Shot 15

Scene 7: Shot 16

Scene 7: Shot 17

Jon puts a jacket on to try cover up (not shown

Jon is suddenly stopped by a police officer
and drops the money in shock

Officer signals for Jon to come his way

in storyboard) as he makes his way to the
nearest supermarket
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Rewind - Shotlist

Scene 7: Shot 18

Scene 7: Shot 19

Scene 7: Shot 20

Low angle shot of the 50 dollars dropped on
the floor, police officer talking to Jon in the
background

Police officer realizes he has seen Jon
commit crimes in the past and grabs him

Police officer slams Jon to the ground and

Scene 7: Shot 21

Scene 7: Shot 22

Scene 7: Shot 23

Dolly in of Kon’s face looking up in deter-

With Kon’s jump continued through this

Kon helps Jon get up off the ground

mination as he sprints past the camera

shot, he frees Jon form the police officer

restricts him from moving
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Scene 7: Shot 24

Scene 7: Shot 25

Scene 7: Shot 26

The police officer lays on the ground, flip-

Kon looks behind to see Jon getting

jon gets shoved against the fence and gets

ping the bird, and gets up to chase them

caught and shouts his name

handcuffed

Scene 7: Shot 26

Scene 8: Shot 1

Scene 8: Shot 2

Kon runs off in shock

Jon lays in a prison bed, thinking about how

Animation of exploring space (to show

life would have been if he had changed his

different universe of time) (fade to white)

mind
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Scene 9: Shot 1

Scene 9: Shot 2

Scene 9: Shot 3

Fade from white to an animation of re-

AR-drone shot of lowering down from a

Kon asks if Jon is ready for the job

entering Earth

high height to the perspective of the car

Scene 9: Shot 4

Scene 9: Shot 5

Scene 9: Shot 6

In the moment, Jon receives a text from

Jon tells Kon that he opts out of the job

As Jon exits the car, Kon and Farlbin de-

his mother and changes his mind

cide that they will do the job instead
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Scene 9: Shot 7
Jon walks towards the camera, putting on
glasses as the two other characters set off the
house alarm and cause havoc
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CODES AND CONVENTIONS
REWIND

Jon Coumaros 11H

Narrative films usually consist of production elements camera techniques, acting, mise en
scene, editing, lighting and sound to convey meaning or to engage the audience. My
narrative film, Rewind, follows the structure of production elements, using many of its
codes and conventions.
CAMERA TECHNIQUES
My film will consist of many short and stylish shots in
order to enhance the suspense of the production. The
shot sizes will primarily be composed of close ups and mid
shots, with some establishing long shots. These
combination of shots will enhance the feeling of tension.
Some of the camera techniques that will be included are
the vertigo effect, sliding shots, dollies, tracking shots,
and pull focuses. These conventions are visible in many
narrative films and often convey codes without second
thought to the audience’s mind. Some examples of camera techniques which convey certain
codes  in  my  film  include  the  close  up  of  Jon’s  eyes  as  the  camera  shakes  in  uneasiness.  This  
movement directly correlates with the acting and helps to reinforce the suspenseful tone of
the scene. In addition to the shakiness, the camera will be placed on a high angle to
highlight the vulnerability of the character. Low angle shots will also be used to depict
power and authority. This will be visible in Scene 7 of my film where the police officer
approaches the teenagers.
As I already have a Nikon DSLR at home, I will be
predominantly using it for my production, with a
combination of the 50mm for certain shots. The
standard lens that comes with the Nikon D3200 works
well for most of the shots that are in production
however I will be using the 50mm lens in some
circumstances (such as the close up of the wallet) to
achieve an aesthetically pleasing softened background.
This is still somewhat achievable with the standard lens
however the attractive effects are significantly
EXAMPLE FROM STORYBOARD: ONE OF THE MANY CLOSE
increased with the 50mm lens and cater for precise
UPS THAT ENHANCE THE UNEASE FEELING
focusing. Additionally, I will be using a GoPro for a
couple of shots including Scene 4: Shot 41 and Scene 5:
Shot 2. The GoPro will allow me to attain shots that require more flexibility than the Nikon
D3200, as I will be able to attach it to an AR-drone and also use the head attachment on my
actor to achieve a realistic looking POV shot. This dynamic shots will initiate feelings of
distress and suspense in a very artistic and aesthetic manner.
EDITING
I will  be  using  the  program  ‘Adobe  Premier  Pro’  while  editing my footage as I have gained
sufficient experience with the program. Additionally, it offers a linked relationship with the

CODES AND CONVENTIONS
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audio  program  ‘Adobe  Audition’,  in  which  I  will be able to efficiently tweak the settings of
certain audio files without sacrificing too much time.
I am planning to primarily use fast cuts, while still allowing some emotional scenes to play
out with the use of slow editing. The slow editing will be necessary in certain sections of the
film as I will need to allow time for audience to develop a connection with the characters of
the story to create meaning throughout the narrative. The first scene of my film is an
example of how the combination of fast cuts and slow editing can assist in establishing a
strong connection between audiences and the characters. The first shot of Scene 1 involves
a slow dolly in of the police station which is then followed by quick cuts of the character at
unease. The character is then called for questioning, with the use of slow editing to create
an attachment to the emotionally affected character. Although the pace of editing is
inconsistent, it falls into place very well with the progression of the story. The pace of
editing plays a large role in communication towards audiences. Seen through the example of
the fast cuts, symbolising the unease that the character feels, audiences can understand
that, with both the acting and editing techniques, the character is undergoing emotional
stress.
SOUND
Sound can alter the audience’s outlook on the narrative drastically. Ranging from
soundtracks, diegetic sound and non-diegetic sound, my film will consist of a scope of
different sounds that will derive from royalty free websites and from using the application
GarageBand. The first scene will mainly consist of slower tempo soundtracks that will come
from website incompetech.com. Along with some non-diegetic sounds such as footsteps
and paper work in the background, the combination of sound tracks will work effectively to
convey certain codes. These codes will cooperate along with the camera and editing to
firmly establish a set tone of the scene. For scene 2, where the teenagers make their way to
the house, GarageBand will assist in creating a certain energetic type of soundtrack, almost
completely opposite to scene 1’s soundtrack. This soundtrack, with a mixture of electronic
sounds and a deep bass, will convey a sense of exhilaration to the audience and help to
progress the story.
I intend to make use of sound effects such as gun shots, ambient noise and whooshing
sounds. Some of these effects will be recorded with the Zoom H1 however most of the
sound effects will be attained through royalty free websites. Without the gun shot sound
effect in Scene 4, it will seem disjointed and take the audience away from the action. I
aspire to use high quality sound effects while applying the sound effects to my production
as the visual and audio aspects must match in quality in order to achieve full audience
engagement.

